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Using
Flash
Gels
Outdoors
--Bry Cox, M.Photog., Cr., CPP

When I think of gels, I think of all
the images I’ve seen where photographers added bold colors to
background or edge lights in a studio setting for a sort of dance club
look. But it is fun to use them to
change the color of a sky or outdoor background to create a different mood or even a sunrise look.
This makes shooting outdoors extra
fun for me. By adding a colored gel
to my main portrait flash and creating a manual and custom white
balance based on that light, the

background will go the opposite color. And
of course those background colors will be
deeper if the exposure and flash are brighter
than the ambient.
In the image on the left, I used a warm gel.
The camera, flash output, white balance –
everything is set manually, of course. The
model’s skin tones remain normal and the
background went cool, the opposite color of
the gel. Now my sky is more blue than normal, and the greens are a deep and beautiful blue/green.
Changing only my gel color and custom white balance, going with a cool gel I get a warm background. Shooting at the same time of day in the same location, I can get different moods right in
camera that can mimic the look of early sunrise or sunset, while keeping great skin tones. (See
above right.)
There are a lot of purple flowers in this meadow that didn’t show up in these previous images. A
green gel creates a more magenta background that accentuates those purple flowers in the meadow. (See below.)
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The sun was pretty high up at the time, being about 3:00 pm. But I was in the mood to
end with a warm sunset look, so back to the cool gel on the flash for these next set of
images. (See above.)

On this last image, I ran my fog machine behind the model using a portable battery
unit, and lit the fog with a second flash. So even though I’m shooting in the afternoon
on a hot, summer day in the dry and non-misty mountains of Utah, I can create a
completely different look – a look that says early morning mist.
ASP Member Bry Cox owns and operates Celebrity Style Imaging, Inc., north of Salt Lake City,
UT, is a Master Photographer, Photographic Craftsman and PPA Certified. See more of his work
at www.BryCox.com.
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Holladays Receive ASP Service Award
ASP honored two long-time members at the Annual Banquet last
January as Janice and Dale Holladay of Safford, AZ, were given
the ASP Service Award. The Award, sponsored by White House
Custom Colour, is given to ASP members who earn Service Award
merits by volunteering for ASP
Dale and Janice are both fourth-generation Arizonas and graduates
of Arizona State University. Both began their respective careers as
teachers with a passion for photography. As high school camera
club sponsor, Dale was asked to photograph a prom and the rest,
he says, “is history.”
Originating in their home, the couple soon moved the studio to a
historic bank building where it has been the past 37 years. Both
are PPA Master Photographers and Photographic Craftsmen, as
well as Certified Professional Photographers. Both have been
honored with the PPA National Award and with Honorary Lifetime
Memberships from the Arizona Professional Photographers. Dale
has received PPA and ASP Lifetime Membership.

Dale & Janice Holladay

“We have truly enjoyed and loved this profession of photography,” said Dale. “And will continue to
do so until we are gone. We have been successful in this small rural market area because we have
not been afraid to to do the grunt work - little leagues, schools etc. These jobs aren’t the most glamorous but they do put money in the bank which allows us to do the fine studio portraiture and travel
photography.
“At this time our girls Kristen and Trisha are doing most of the studio and school photography and
we are enjoying doing the photography that we love which is landscape, nature and travel photography. We are still actively involved in the business and will continue to do so. Retirement is not an
option.”
Dale and Janice have both given countless hours to ASP in various areas and, most recently, helping
coordinate ASP activities at the Imaging USA which was held in Phoenix, Arizona, this past January.

Educational Associate
Deadline is October 1, 2014
For more info visit www.asofp.com or email kdanice@mac.com
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A Guide to
The Future

Lensmith Creating Photography Publication
Few people choose to take on new projects at the age of
91. Yet Betty Lensmith, Cr. Photographer, decided that it
was time to recreate a project she had successfully completed almost a quarter of a century ago and is calling
upon all professional photographers to contribute.
“In the late 70s, 80s and early 90s, I owned a business
called Photographers Specialized Services,” she explains. “We exhibited in many state conventions and at
the national convention each year and had a mailing list of
46,000 professional photographers nationwide.
“During that period, I compiled the original Guide to Lighting, Posing and Composing. Over a period of 12 years,
with the participation of 60, mainly Master and Craftsmen
degree holders, the Guide grew, adding 10 supplements to
460 pages, two volumes and was divided into 19 categories of portraiture - 230 pages are in full color.”
Lensmith has now decided that the time has come to create the first edition of the 21st Century Guide to Lighting,
Posing and Composing and is asking that professional
photographers - especially ASP Members - participate.
“The goal, Lord willing, is to complete the first edition of at least 150 pages by the end of 2014, divided into as many categories for which we receive material,” Lensmith explained.
Lensmith’s passion is to show how professional photography has changed since the first Guide produced in the 20th century. She also emphasized the importance of sharing knowledge and teaching
by showing to help new photographers improve their techniques and abilities.
When completed, she promises every contributor a complimentary first edition.
Invitations to participate were emailed to some professional photographers in mid March and Lensmith has reached out to ASP Members as the “Best of the Best” to create The Best From the Best.
“What we need is to answer the question, ‘what would have helped me most when I started in this
profession?’,” she explained. “I’m looking for a selection of portraits and the copy to show how
those portraits were made, including lighting diagrams and tips. We have 23 categories that we are
filling and, in my opinion, we can never have too much information.”
12
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Lensmith is also offering contributors the opportunity to self-advertise in a photographers section
of the book that lists contributors and information about each, including any books or workshops
that contributors may have to offer.
“Share your talent and ability to make this 21st Century Guide an historic record
of progress,” she pleaded.
“A guide to help others to
become more proficient
and a way of commemorating your work as the professional you are.”
As of mid April, Lensmith
had completed 52 pages in
15 categories - about onethird of the way towards
her 150 pages prior to the
end of 2014. The number
of pages currently break
down in these categories:
Sample page layouts from current guide.

Environmental - 1; Lifestyle - 6; Children - 3;
Groups of four or more 3; Pets - 4; Seniors - 10;
Fine Art - 2; Senior Citizen - 1; Sports - 4; Men
- 1; Women - 1; Boudoir
- 1; Wedding Story - 6;
Fashion - 3 and Live Performance - 6.
The empty categories are
composition, background
techniques, babies, story
telling, special effects,
groups of two to three
and brides. These groups
will be eliminated from
the book if not filled.
Guide - continued on page 14.
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Things to think about when Writing Copy for the New ‘GUIDE’.
The 21st Century GUIDE is not simply a manual of great photography, it is ‘The Best from the
Best’— ‘how to’, tips, ideas, advice, the things you have learned and are doing that has made your
photography stand out from the ordinary -- and won you awards.
One idea can be just what they need. What equipment you use and how you use it. What particular
devices and techniques that help create certain effects and finishes. (Don’t assume the user knows
what photo editing is. Explain any Photoshop in detail and mention the software by name.)
Think about what would have helped you the most when you were starting out in the profession.
Suggest or illustrate at least one thing you’ve learned that may help them. Such as: *Seeing examples
showing a variety of posing of a specific sitting? *A variety of backgrounds? *Promotions that
enticed people to call you? *The use of advertising? *How to handle each age group? *How to use
your skills to become known in your community? *Using praises from pleased clients in your advertising? *Attending workshops and seminars? *Experimenting?
Always know, ‘why the appointment was made’. For what reason is it being taken – this could indicate posing and expressions to try to get.
When photographing children, they may not know what things kids will and won’t do at certain ages
that you could pass on to them, and how to handle multiple persons that may come along. Also, the
things that catch kids attention the most -- and how to handle new moms with babies.
When photographing teens – find out their interests - catch their personality – use your creative power
to do something different.
Help them work toward being able to define who they are, with their own unique stamp on their
work-- work that people are willing to pay money for.
YOUR PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY AS A LEADING
MEMBER OF A PRESTIGEIOUS PROFESSION CAN ENCOURAGE OTHERS
TO BECOME MORE PROFICIENT.
--Betty Lensmith
Guide - continued from page 13.

Those photographers who do not have enough photographs to make up one page, but would like
to contribute special images such as award images should do so and include the “how to” with the
photograph.
“The ‘how to’ is the important information,” Lensmith stressed. “This is a teaching guide and those
instructions are what make it a valuable resource.”
For more information, or to contribute, contact Lensmith at (262) 567-1383 or by email at blensmith@
charter.net.
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ACI Acquires Lustre Color

Cedar Falls, IA - American Color Imaging has announced the acquisition of Lustre Color, a professional photographic lab near Boston, MA. In mid-April, American Color made it public that it had
acquired the east coast based Lustre Color which had been in business since 1965.
“ACI’s acquisition of Lustre Color represents a natural fit,” said
ACI president and Chief Executive Officer Mark Lane. “Both organizations share the same mission of providing high quality photographic products and image related products. Given the overlap
of products and services the two organizations offered, customers will now have superior selection and convenience.”
The acquisition became effective May 1st and as part of the
transition, Lustre Color’s production has been moved to the ACI
facility in Cedar Falls.
“We are thrilled that we were able to team up and become a division of a great company like ACI,”
said Ken Wilson of Lustre Color. “I have known Mark Lane for many years and have been impressed
with his commitment to excellence and innovation in servicing professional photographers and their
profession.”
For more information, visit the American Color Imaging website at www.acilab.com.

No, you don’t have to own one
of these, but every ASP member probably has a great informational article or two in the
archives that we would enjoy
publishing for the good of the
organization.

HELLO?

Dust ‘em off, and email them
(along with photos....what photography magazine doesn’t love
photos?) to:
Kalen Henderson
kdanice@mac.com
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